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Originally filmed in Malayalam, an edited version was released in 1997 which makes it the first
DTS film in Malayalam and was also titled in Hindi as Chhota. In 1988, he began to take part in

radio programs "Thar" reporting from the Industrial Industry Forum business conference. Between
1998 and 1999, he creates and produces TV reports with Devaraja Congress and participates in the

"Dear Musha Darpan" program.He is also present as an invited member of the Jyothi Program.
Mohit Sharma came to public attention after his second film, Ajay Sujatha, was released in 1999
and received critical acclaim and a National Film Award. Then he starred in the film "Samadeva",
filmed in 2002. In 2004, he starred in Harishchandra Dhawan's Dadasi, and the following year won

the Yash Raj Films Best Director Award at the Montreal Film Festival. His collaboration with
actress Narayana Madhava has become one of the most famous in Bollywood. In the same year, he

produced a film called "Kulanti Kala Kalyani"; was filmed as a historical love drama in which
Harishchanda plays the role of a king who avenges the death of his family. In 2006, he also becomes

an actor in Ned Malik's film Ayurveda, and in the same 2006, he plays the main character in the
film Mulayam Chitra, which in 2007 became Akira Kurosawa's highest grossing film in India,

collecting 448 million rupees (about 325 million US dollars) on the first day of film distribution.
The film received good reviews from leading Indian publications. Kevin Smith also praised the film.

Films starring M.Sh. Shirman also played a role in his status as the lead actor in the major project
Karan Sanyal, where he plays the lead role as a hero named Kalashan Das. He also played the role of
Kaoru Miki in "Peetha Naam", a Bollywood slang term that means "outburst of anger" or "template

break", as well as
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